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 - can take to minimize the stress of transitioning back to school and ensure that their children are ready. - can take to prepare themselves for the transition. - should be mindful of ways to keep up the interest and creativity in their children. Transitioning back to school in May {#s1} =================================== As the end of Summer draws nearer, kids are adapting to the loss of
outdoor play. I believe the best way to deal with this transition is by planning ahead to create opportunities for indoor play. Toddlers and young preschoolers are particularly vulnerable to the time change and increasing need for indoor play. They are also at a time when they are working on developing a critical sense of self and are beginning to learn about managing their energy. Giving children time in
the day to just chill out and play can help them feel more comfortable. If possible, avoid having children go back to school on the same day. This does not need to be a time of anxiety, but it can be a difficult time for kids and parents alike. I would recommend a gradual transition so that kids are not surprised and overwhelmed. If you are bringing children back to school on the same day as the end of
summer, try to ensure they are in a routine, have play dates set up and know where they are going. With older children, who are transitioning in middle school, it can be helpful to set up some activities and arrangements for the first days of school. Establishing an early routine will give them time to adjust to the fall schedule. The transition back to school can be stressful and fraught with problems, but
we can manage it. It takes planning, support and a willingness to engage in ongoing conversations with both our kids and our kids' teachers. The transition back to school in September {#s2} ========================================== As kids transition back to school in September, teachers are often overwhelmed and unable to think about fall activities. I think it is important to set up
time for us to have a discussion about this transition and how the school and community can support our kids in their interest in physical activity and creative play in school. It is especially important that we talk with teachers about how we can support our kids during this time, such as through physical education classes and recess. The transition back to school is a time to be creative. If you want your

child to be curious and creative, find ways to 82157476af
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